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The structure of the atmosphere in clear weather
1912

originally published in 1912 this book presents the result of various experiments performed between 1908 and 1909 into the
wind currents in the air above the surface layers of our atmosphere cave rigorously details the background to each
experiment which were done with pilot balloons tracked with a theodolite and makes meteorological drawings based on the
findings of each experiment this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in meteorological history and the
methodology of meteorological experiments before computers

Middle Atmosphere Structure and Dynamics
2003

the upper atmosphere meteorology and physics focuses on the study of the characteristics movements composition and
observations of the upper atmosphere the book first offers information on the meteorological conditions in the lower
stratosphere and the structure and circulation of the upper stratosphere and the mesosphere topics include balloon
sounding systems climatology of the lower stratosphere disturbed circulation of the lower stratosphere rocket
measurements and frequent measurements with balloons and meteorological rockets the text then ponders on the sun s
radiation and the upper atmosphere and composition of the stratosphere and mesosphere the manuscript elaborates on the
composition and structure of the thermosphere including photochemical processes diffusion composition and structure
measurements and structure of the thermosphere the text also ponders on radiative processes and heat transfer
atmospheric tides and winds in the lower thermosphere and transport of properties in the upper atmosphere the publication
is a valuable source of information for readers interested in the meteorology and physics of the upper atmosphere

The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Weather
2014-08-20

the author has sought to incorporate in the book some of the fundamental concepts and principles of the physics and
dynamics of the atmosphere a knowledge and understanding of which should help an average student of science to
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comprehend some of the great complexities of the earth atmosphere system in which a thr way interaction between the
atmosphere the land and the ocean tends to maintain an overall mass and energy balance in the system through physical
and dynamical processes the book divided into two parts and consisting of 19 chapters introduces only those aspects of the
subject that according to the author are deemed essential to meet the objective in view the emphasis is more on clarity and
understanding of physical and dynamical principles than on details of complex theories and ma ematics attempt is made to
treat each subject from rst principles and trace its development to present state as far as possible however a knowledge of
basic c culus and differential equations is sine qua non especially for some of the chapters which appear later in the book

The Structure of an Atmosphere from On-board Measurements of
Pressure, Temperature, and Acceleration
1967

murry salby s textbook provides an integrated treatment of processes controlling the earth atmosphere system for students
and researchers

STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE IN CLEAR WEATHER
2018

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Upper Atmosphere
2016-06-03

excerpt from the structure of the atmosphere in clear weather a study of soundings with pilot balloons the investigations of
the wind currents of the air above the surface layers is one of the greatest importance in the study of meteorology one
reason for the slow advance made by this science in the last fifty years is to be found in the fact that until quite recently
meteorologists only took note of that part of the atmosphere that was close to the surface of the earth and beyond some
cloud observations and a few isolated records such as those obtained by glaisher nothing was known of the conditions
existing in the free air the recent rise of aviation and its probable extension in the near future make it more than ever
necessary to investigate the nature of the currents in the free air above the surface of the earth during the last few years the
conditions of temperature humidity and wind have been investigated by means of kites carrying self recording instruments
to very considerable heights free balloons carrying lighter instruments have continued these records to still higher regions
heights of 25 kilometres and more having been reached the motion of such a balloon if accurately observed gives a record of
the wind currents traversed by it in its ascent through the atmosphere such records may also be obtained by small balloons
that carry no instrument when they are followed by means of a theodolite during their ascent the following pages give some
account of the investigation of the upper air by means of such observations some of the records having been obtained from
balloons carrying instruments and others from small free balloons carrying nothing beyond a stamped label to be posted if
the burst balloon should be found after it reaches the earth an account is given in the first chapter of the general types of
structure disclosed by the observations and figures are given of models prepared to show the sequence of wind velocities
and directions met with during the ascents on occasions when the different types of structure were found an account follows
of the methods of observing the balloons and of the theodolites employed for this purpose together with an account of how
the observations are worked up to give the horizontal trajectory of the balloon and the method of measuring the wind
velocity and direction at different heights from the trajectory about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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The Earth's Atmosphere
2008-05-14

a formulation is presented for modeling neutral atmosphere structure in an intermediate height region 70 130 km between
given lower and upper models in temperature pressure density and constituent gas concentrations and to maintain
continuity in the second derivative of temperature and the other properties with respect to height the method employs
temperature as the prime parameter requiring simultaneously a best fit to available temperature data at the intermediate
heights and hydrostatic consistency between the nitrogen partial pressures at 70 and 130 km the method is well suited to
upper and lower models that have analytical representations and is developed as the upper model and for polynomially
generated height latitude cross sections in the lower region attention is given to comparisons between observed and model
temperatures and it is found that mid latitude data primarily obtained using the incoherent scatter technique are on average
higher than the models due to the requirement to maintain hydrostatic consistency in nitrogen partial pressures between the
70 km and 130 km values of the given lower and upper models this discrepancy which at present remains an unresolved
problem is discussed in the text tables of temperature pressure and density are included in the report based on the best fit
to available data and simultaneously satisfying the constraints of the upper and lower models keywords temperature
mesosphere pressure lower thermosphere density model atmospheres jhd

Time-dependent Structure of the Upper Atmosphere
1962

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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A Multi-layer Mass-structure Model of the Atmosphere
1965

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Physics of the Atmosphere and Climate
2012-01-16

an analytic method is developed for estimating the errors in the density and pressure structure of a planetary atmosphere
constructed from measurements of accelerations experienced by an entry body among the sources of error considered both
singly and collectively are the measured accuracy of the accelerometers the uncertainties in entry speed entry angle and
aerodynamic coefficients the frequency of data measurements and the uncertainty of the attitude of entry bodies having
nonzero lift to drag ratios results of sample calculations are presented to show the accuracy with which the extremes of a
range of postulated model atmospheres for mars can be defined from measurements of accelerations experienced by a
spherically shaped entry body it is found that if the accelerometer method were used only over that portion of the
atmosphere traversed at speeds greater than sonic speed then any of the atmospheres postulated for mars can be defined
reasonably well even when errors from all sources are combined in the most unfavorable manner some of the results
obtained by the analytic method are compared with those from more precise numerical calculations and the agreement is
found to be excellent
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The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Weather
2016-05-24

this is a report prepared for the intermediate altitude region the lower thermosphere lying between about 100 and 200 km
this region dif fers considerably from the lowest one in which the volume of data makes statistical methods of analysis
appropriate for the highest region a considerable amount of satellite data is available and the behavior of the atmosphere is
reasonably well understood some rocket data is available for the lower thermosphere but most of the meas uring
instruments are experimental and a major part of the data analysis consists in studying the physics of the various
corrections or calibra tion factors required at the upper end of the altitude regime some satellite data is available new
density data includes the results from flights of two types of falling spheres results from the diffusion of chemical clouds and
data from drag effects on three satellites with perigee altitudes near 200 km the satellite data indicates a de pendence of
density on the value of the magnetic a sub p index otherwise the data shows more variation with the method of
measurement and data reduction than actual variation of the atmosphere author

Mesoscale Structure of the Atmosphere in Regions of Clear-air Turbulence
1967

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

The Laminar Structure of the Atmosphere and Its Relation to the Concept
of a Tropopause
1958
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this book has been designed to cover the syllabus of physical geography required for the b a students of the indian
universities the subject matter has been arranged so as to provide clear and integrated approach to the subject with all
essential tools of applicable geography for b a curriculum contents composition and structure of the atmosphere
precipitation and humidity air pressure and atmospheric circulation insolation and heat budget frontogenesis cyclones and
anticyclones temperature air masses classification and climates and climatic types

The Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere
1966

in this very short introduction paul palmer looks at the structure and basic physics and chemistry of the earth s atmosphere
comparing it to the atmospheres of other planets particularly our neighbours venus and mars palmer looks at the effects of
pollutants and climate change and what may happen to our atmosphere in the future

The Structure of Atmospheric Turbulence
1964

this review constitutes a revision and up dating of the report atmospheric structure and its variations in the lower
thermosphere ad 417 201 it has been prepared for inclusion as an appendix in the proposed new edition of the cospar
international reference atmosphere cira new density data presented and discussed include the results of four falling sphere
density measurements made at white sands new mexico and densities deduced from drag effects on explorer xvii and other
satellites the satellite density data is compared with the predictions of several models of jacchia and harris and priester
temperature data include revised values deduced by blamont from doppler broadening of sodium and potassium resonance
lines the new values are in better agreement with theoretical models than the earlier results recent composition results
include number densities of o2 n2 and o calculated from ultraviolet absorption measurements by hinteregger and values of
mean molecular mass from explorer xvii and the rocket measurements of nier and schaefer author
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The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Weather
2015-08-05

the mesoscale structure of the atmosphere in regions of clear air turbulence cat is investigated by means of aircraft
observations of wind temperature and ozone obtained in the upper troposphere and in the lower stratosphere analysis from
five cat missions are shown including vertical cross sections normal to flow patterns and also detailed vertical soundings of
wind temperature and the richardson number a verification is obtained at intervals of 1000 ft between the occurrence of cat
and a richardson criterion of 0 5 over 70 percent of the 149 cat cases are correctly specified by the criterion

Modeling of Atmospheric Structure, 70-130 Km
1987

this proceedings book presents a discussion by leading scientists and specialists of the latest scientific results developed
methods technologies and technical means of research and pilot work in the field of geosciences and environmental
management an important task is to familiarize young specialists teachers graduate students and students with the current
state and the latest world achievements in this field of knowledge currently there is a rapid and significant climate change
which manifests itself not only in global warming but also in noticeable changes in other atmospheric and climatic
characteristics among others

The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Weather
2016-05-20

this document constitutes the final technical report of the uranus analysis program papers and or abstracts resulting from
this research are presented the following topics are covered 1 past and future of radio occultation studies of planetary
atmospheres 2 equatorial waves in the stratosphere of uranus 3 the atmosphere of uranus results of radio occultation
measurements with voyager 2 4 uranus atmospheric dynamics and circulation 5 small scale structure and dynamics in the
atmosphere of uranus 6 evidence for inertia gravity waves in the stratosphere of uranus derived from voyager 2 radio
occultation data and 7 planetary waves in the equatorial stratosphere of uranus eshleman von r and hinson david p
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unspecified center

STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE IN
2016-08-29

a major objective of the grant was to complete the fabrication test and evaluation of the atmosphere structure experiment
on the galileo probe and to receive analyze and interpret data received from the spacecraft the grantee was competitively
selected to be principal investigator of jupiter s atmosphere structure on the galileo probe his primary motivation was to
learn as much as possible about jupiter s atmosphere by means of a successful atmosphere structure experiment and to
support the needs and schedule of the galileo project after a number of launch delays the flight instrument was shipped to
kennedy space center 2 years after the start of this collaboration on april 14 1989 at which time it was determined from
system level tests of the asi on the probe that the instrument was in good working order and ready for flight the spacecraft
was launched on october 18 1989 data analysis of test and calibration data taken over a period of years of instrument
testing was continued in preparation for the encounter the initial instrument checkout in space was performed on october 26
1989 the data set received by telemetry was thoroughly analyzed and a report of the findings was transmitted to the probe
operations office on feb 28 1990 key findings reported were that the accelerometer biases had shifted by less than 1 mg
through launch and since calibration at bell aerospace in 1983 accelerometer scale factors evaluated by means of calibration
currents fell on lines of variation with temperature established in laboratory calibrations pressure sensor offsets correlated
as a function of temperature fell generally within the limits of several years of ground test data atmospheric and engineering
temperature sensor data were internally consistent within a few tenths of a degree and the instrument electronics performed
all expected functions without any observable fault altogether this checkout was highly encouraging of the prospects of
instrum

Analysis of the Errors Associated with the Determination of Planetary
Atmosphere Structure from Measured Accelerations of an Entry Vehicle
1965
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Measurement of Upper-atmosphere Structure by Means of the Pitot-static
Tube
1961

Atmospheric Structure and Its Variations in the Lower Thermosphere
1963

The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Weather; a Study of Soundings
With Pilot Balloons
2022-10-27

The Threefold Structure of the Atmosphere and the Characteristics of the
Tropopause
1957

Physical Geography: Atmosphere
2006
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The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Weather a Study of Soudnings
with Pilot Balloons
2003

Chemistry, Dynamics and Layered Structures of the Atmosphere
1959

Cell Structure of the Atmosphere
2017

The Atmosphere
1965

Atmospheric Structure in the Lower Thermosphere
1967

Mesoscale Structure of the Atmosphere in Regions of Clear-air Turbulence
1971
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The Structure and Circulation of the Atmosphere of Venus
1912

The Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear Water
1981

Middle Atmosphere Program: Atmospheric structure and its variation in
the region 20 to 120 KM, draft of a new reference middle atmosphere
1984

The Structure of Turbulence in the Surface Layer of the Atmosphere
2022-12-01

Physics of the Atmosphere, Climatology and Environmental Monitoring
2018-07-08

Investigation of the Small-Scale Structure and Dynamics of Uranus'
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Atmosphere
2018-09-24

Work on Planetary Atmospheres and Planetary Atmosphere Probes
1916

The Minute Structure of the Solar Atmosphere...
1970

The Atmosphere of the Planet Jupiter
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